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provides the information according to the customer’s
preference. The results of the reverse skyline are the closest to
the customer’s preference, and various products can be
recommended because it is not assumed that the customer
would prefer the minimum value unconditionally.

Abstract
The recommendation of user oriented data begins with the
date search by users. However, since it is difficult to know the
complete data of the products, there is a limitation in finding
data on the system. The conventional branch-and-bound
reverse skyline (BBRSL) query provides product information
using system based user preferences, which is known to be a
reasonable approach. We propose a new data filtering and
recommendation scheme that filters data using a reverse
dominance relation (RDR) in a BBRSL query. This scheme
creates a reverse dominated query window on an object to
prune more data and serve user preferred data swiftly
compared to BBSRL. Simulation shows that RDRSL (reverse
dominance reverse skyline) outperforms BBSRL when using
both real and synthetic datasets. There are differences in the
experiments according to the data distribution; however, our
proposed scheme maintains its advantage in search time for
user preferred data.

We have previously published a feasibility study of this
problem in [1]. In this study, we have discovered more
features of query processing and have addressed and solved
the problems faced in the previous research. We propose a
system based data search and filtering algorithm that
comprehends the user’s preferences in big data and provides
product information to multiple users swiftly. The algorithm is
an advanced branch-and-bound reverse skyline (BBRSL)
query based on a reverse dominance relation. This scheme
provides faster service to users by modifying the existing
BBRSL query and reducing the computation time for skyline
objects
The main contributions of this paper are:
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 This scheme discards data which are not useless in
relation with user preferences.
 The pre-processing gives useful data that users focus on
to recommendation system.

INTRODUCTION

 We present a novel scheme for searching the user
oriented data through filtering.

In the field of databases, there has been extensive research on
skyline queries that are applied to decision making based on
multiple attributes. For example, users can quickly find their
desired results using the skyline when searching for the
closest and cheapest hotel around their current location.
However, this scheme retrieves the minimum value closest to
the requirements and is not suitable for recommending a
product or information appropriate to the user’s preference.

 We provide extensive simulations of our algorithm and
show the comparative benefits between RDRSL and
BBRSL scheme.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section RELATED
WORKS, works concerning the technical knowledge, skyline
queries and its variants are reviewed. In Section REVERSE
DOMINANCE IN REVERS SKYLINE SEARCH, we describe the proposed scheme and algorithm. We simulate and analyze the performance between our scheme and BBRSL in
Section EVALUATION SCHEMES. The paper is summarized in Section CONCLUSIONS.

The existing search system supports user oriented information
retrieval that stores the information in a relational database
and provides data when there is a search request. The
useroriented search scheme is implemented using a skyline
query. On the other hand, system based or product based data
recommendation is implemented through the reverse skyline
query scheme.

RELATED WORKS

Specifically, while the existing skyline retrieves the minimum
value data based on the customer’s demand, the reverse
skyline searches for customers who need the product based on
the information available of the product; it recommends and

Skyline Query and Variants
Skyline query searches data using the dominance relation
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between objects. Given a set P of d-dimensional points, if a
point p  P is closer to a query point q than another p '  P , p
dominates p ' in any dimension. That is, the value of point p

Definition 1. (Reverse skyline query).
Let P be a d-dimensional dataset. The RSL query for
query point q searches for all data points in the relation
of p1∈ P. q is located in the DSL of p1. In other words,
for an object p1 to be the RSL of the query point q, some
p2 satisfying the following condition must exist as a
necessary and sufficient condition. (1) For all dimensions
i, i {1,..., d}: p2i  p1i  qi  p1i . (2) For at least one

is not greater than that of p′ in any dimension and p becomes a
skyline object.
In this study, the conventional skyline query is called a
traditional skyline (TSL) query. The TSL was proposed in [2]
and it is applied to search for the object closest to the query
point in a two-dimensional space with multiple attributes. As
shown in Fig. 1, we search for the cheapest hotel closest to q.
In TSL, the user’s preference is always fixed at a query point
q (0, 0) and the user selects the minimum value in each
dimension. In Fig. 1, f dominates data, e.g., a, b, c, in first
quadrant. Hence, the other data are excluded from the
comparison, allowing for quick data retrieval.

dimension j, j {1,..., d}: p2j  p1j  q j  p1j .

Branch and Bound Reverse Skyline Query
The BBRSL query, which was designed to reduce the
excessive computation time of the RSL, searches the GSL
based on query point q in the whole data set P and performs a
window query for each object [1, 2].
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The RSL object search process using window queries is as
follows. In BBRSL query, a window query region of o is
drawn with one of the two points of the diagonal being q. The
distance between the other diagonal end point and q is twice
that between the query point and the object o, as shown in Fig.
3. If any of the GSL objects are not contained in the window
of o, o is determined as an RSL object of q. However, if there
is another point in the window, o is not a member of the RSL
because the two points are included in the window query
region. Therefore, in Fig. 3, o is a nearest object of q.
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Figure 1: TSL with q and dynamic skyline query by q′

A dynamic skyline (DSL) query is a technique used to
evaluate the user’s preference at query point, which is moved
from the origin (0, 0) to q′ in Fig. 1 [3]. The basic query
scheme is the same as the skyline query. The DSL query has
the disadvantage of being inaccurate and inefficient in terms
of process time owing to the object navigation [3].
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Figure 2: Global skyline query

A global skyline (GSL) query solves this problem. The union
of skylines for each quadrant is maintained because of the
GSL while the objects are kept from moving to other
quadrants as in Fig. 2. However, the GSL cannot find unique
objects according to user preferences [3, 4].

REVERSE DOMINANCE IN REVERSE SKYLINE
SEARCH
Problems in BBRSL

A reverse skyline (RSL) query overcomes this disadvantage
of the GSL. In RSL, user preferences are query points, and
information with various conditions are objects provided to
users. The definition of RSL is as presented below.

A user cannot search all the objects in limited time when
searching for data corresponding to their preference.
Therefore, from the perspective of the system, identifying
users’ preferences and recommending objects that match them
are more economical than users finding objects by themselves,
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and more accurate information can be provided. The BBRSL
query is an important scheme in both theory and application.
However, there are some challenges in the existing research
that should be addressed to improve the search performance.
In this study, we propose a reverse dominance concept by
solving the problems of the conventional BBRSL query to
improve the search performance of the nearest data according
to the user preference.

window region is to select the reference point of RSL in each
quadrant of the GSL objects, which is the same as the window
region for o1. First, to find the relation between candidate
objects of the GSL and the window region, we find the
midpoint between the query point q and the remaining objects
excluding o1. The object o1 is a center of the query window.
For example, m2 and mn are the midpoints from the query
point to o2 and on, respectively. The relation between the
midpoint of each object and the window query region is
presented in the following observation 2.

The BBRSL query overcomes the disadvantages of existing
skyline queries; however, there are limitations in its
performance. Observation 1 describes a challenge that must
be overcome to improve the performance of BBRSL.

Observation 2. (Relation between the midpoint and
query window).

Observation 1. (High search cost in window query).
Since the BBRSL query creates a window query region
for all GSL objects, it is expensive to search for objects
in the window. Although the BBRSL provides a
technique to explore the RSL based on GSL more
efficiently, the cost of comparing objects within a
window is still high. For example, if the window query
region is large, all the objects in the window are to be
compared, and the computation cost is high because
these windows are all generated around each object.

Suppose that a rectangular area containing twice the
diagonal line from the query point q to the object pi (i=1,
2, ..., n) of the GSL is a window query region of pi. In
this case, if the midpoint (mn) of an object pn is included
in the third quadrant, the object pn is included in the
window query region of pi. In this case, pn is not the RSL
of q because pn completely dominates the query point q
in the DSL for the window’s central object pi.
In Fig. 4, an object on is located on the line of the window
query region of o1 and the midpoint mn of on is included in the
reverse dominance region (RDR). The object on is a
temporary object for the purpose of explanation. The objects
are moved to find dynamic skyline objects from the original
location to the fist quadrant of o1.
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The moved objects are o2m, qm and o3m (m means moved o.) to
first quadrant. The query point q is dominated by on and is not
included in the DSL. Therefore, o1 is not an RSL for q. Thus,
although the GSL is a refined skyline resulting from the
dominance relation, there is a dominance relation even
between the GSL objects in the process of evaluating the RSL.
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Figure 3: Branch-and-bound reverse skyline query and
reverse dominance
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Query Window and Reverse Dominance Relation

RDR

As shown in Fig. 4, we attempted to reduce the computational
cost of the skyline query by obtaining the reverse dominance
relation of the window query region. The window query
region is created for the object closest to the query point q
among the GSL objects in Fig. 4. The reason for creating the

q
Figure 4: Reverse dominance
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03: IF entry[dist][price] ∈ 1st quadrant

In this study, the secondary dominance relation that is
excluded from the RSL by re-dominating other objects in the
skyline, identified as the primary dominance relation as shown
in Fig. 4, is referred to as the reverse dominance relation
(RDR). That is, the reverse dominator on in the reverse
dominance relation excludes the reverse dominated o1 from
the RSL.

04:

Cut off the objects of 1st quadrant;

05: ELSE
candidateList ← accumulates an entry;

06:

07: LOOP
08: DO

Definition 2. (Reverse dominance relation).

09: Searches ABBSRL(candidateList);

Let q be a query point for the user’s preference and pi∈P
(i=1, ..., n) be a data object of the information to be
provided. A rectangle, which is constructed with a
diagonal distance from q to an arbitrary object pi, is
referred to as RDR. This region is a window query region
in the BBRSL. The RDR is defined as follows. The
rectanglar symbol in q pi is for a region of RD.

10: ABBRSkySet ← saves RSL objects;
11: LOOP
12: RETURN RDRSkySet;
END.

Figure 5: RDRSL query algorithm
RDR(q, pi )  q pi  p.x  pi .x  q. y  pi . y

(1)
EVALUATION SCHEMES
In the simulation, users’ preferences about hotel and price are
determined and data matching the preference is provided to
the user using the skyline query. In this case, the location of
the hotel uses an R-tree, which is a spatial index, and a
separate file is used for the price information.

Fig. 5 shows the algorithm of the RDRSL query. As an input,
the algorithm reads the user’s preference from Data* q, and
the location and price information of the hotel is to be
provided through File* spData and File* prData,
respectively.

The data for simulation are shown in Fig. 6, using the real
location data of the Sequoia forest in California [5] and the
virtual location data generated by DaVisualCode [6] in Fig. 7.
These sets are location data for the distance from beaches. The
prices are inserted into R-tree with extra spaces for queries.
The experimental environment is shown in Table 1.

The number of entries included in each node of the R-tree,
which is a spatial index, is stored in a variable n (line 01), and
it is judged whether each entry as a spatial object belongs to
the first quadrant (line 03). If an entry is not an object in the
first quadrant, it is stored in the candidate skyline to traverse
sub entries (line 6).

1.4M

After all the entries are determined by repeating the above
process, the skyline is determined by using the RDRSL query
for the skyline candidate objects on the ninth row, and is
stored in the RDRSkySet and returned (line 09–12).

1.2M

1.0M

y-range

800.0k

Procedure: Set RDRSL(Data* q, File* spData, File* prData)
Input: q is customer's preferences.

600.0k

400.0k

spData is a set of spatial data
200.0k

prData is prices of hotels

0.0
1.2M

Output: RDRSkySet is a set of the reverse skyline objects.

1.4M

1.6M

1.8M

x-range

BEGIN

Figure 6: Real spatial dataset

01: n ← #of entries from a node in R-tree;
02: DO
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Fig. 8 shows the search time of the BBRSL and RDRSL for
the synthetic data. The synthetic data are generated as a
standard distribution and the amount of data contained in the
window queries is constant. Therefore, the processing time of
the BBRSL is observed to be higher than that of the RDRSL.
On the other hand, the RDRSL excludes more data from the
comparison in the window query, and hence, we can observe a
large difference in the search time. The real data are not
constant in data distribution compared to the synthetic data.
As shown in Fig. 9, the search time of real data is observed to
be long in both techniques. Nonetheless, the RDRSL still has
a better performance, allowing for faster data delivery.
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Figure 8: Search time in synthetic dataset
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Figure 7: Synthetic spatial dataset
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Table 1: Simulation environment
Category

Real data

Synthetic data

Spatial Objects

62,556

62,556

Distribution

Skewed

Uniform

Region

1,400K × 2,100K

100K × 100K

Compare

RDRSL, BBRSL

Data bundles

10K ~ 60K

R-tree node size

4096 Bytes

Server system

Xeon 2CPU, RAM 8GB,
Windows7/Linux

20K

30K
40K
Data bundles (real)

50K

60K

Figure 9: Search time in real dataset

CONCLUSIONS
The most significant difference between the improved RSL
query proposed in this study and the the conventionally used
BBRSL is the computational cost. To improve the search
performance, the proposed technique prunes the candidate
objects to be searched by reducing the search area based on
the location attributes of the data in each quadrant. Since the
pruning of objects is evaluated based on the midpoint of GSL
objects, the computation speed is fast. The major problem
with the RDRSL query is that it does not perform any more
window queries once the nearest object is selected as the RSL
in one quadrant.
The conventionally used reverse skyline query does
consider the reverse dominance relation for objects.
showed this relation in this paper. It is observed that
search time is decreased by filtering more objects in
RDRSL query.
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